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Now. We take pride in being the one stop shop for Volkswagen Bus parts. We carry virtually
everything you will need to restore your VW Type 2 and we offer the most options for
customization. We also offer the best customer and technical support in the industry, so you'll
never feel alone when restoring your air-cooled VW. We have compiled a complete library of
how-to guides and videos to assist you along the way. The longevity of production with few
fundamental changes paired with the interchangeability of air-cooled VW parts can make i We
are always looking for ways to help with your VW Bus restoration and repairs. Our JBugs VW
experts have created this vast While VW Chassis changed from year to year, the placement and
routing of wires and guide tubes mostly remained consistent. Find the correct distributor parts
including point, condensers, caps, and rotors. Electrical wiring can be one of the most
confusing and frustrating jobs on a classic VW. When installing most performance exhaust
systems, your cabin heater and defroster will be disabled. This is because the conne See our
Link Pin Shim chart with quantity, size, and placement of shims. Our complete oil system
diagram makes it easy to find the correct parts and fluids for your VW. Swing axle and I. Swing
axles are found on early Learn how to read your tires including reading tire section width, tire
profile, wheel diameter, and tire construction. We offer free color samples of our upholstery to
help you choose the colors and patterns that suit your VW best. Bolt pattern is the key identifier
for wheel fitment. In this chart we identify which wheel bolt patterns came stock. We offer both
Cal-look and American Style window seals. Cal-look seals also referred to as Standard do NOT
have a groove in You spent countless hours wrenching on your VW. Now that snow and rain are
in season, we can help you winterize it properly. Starting a new project is always exciting.
Unfortunately, once that enthusiasm wears off, many of us realize we did not take Looking to
purchase an air-cooled VW Beetle and not sure where to begin? Our experts at JBugs are here
to assist you with the We asked a few of the guys at the shop to see what the first thing is they
install on the car when they pick up a used Beetle Find out how one man's sketch turned VW
into one of the most iconic vehicle makers of all time. Lindsay is my Volkswagen Bus. Lindsay
is named for Lindsay Scott of Georgia Bulldog football fame. My front license pla Continue
Shopping. The Volkswagen Type 2 , known officially depending on body type as the Transporter
, Kombi or Microbus , or, informally, as the Bus US or Camper UK , is a forward control light
commercial vehicle introduced in by the German automaker Volkswagen as its second car
model. Following â€” and initially deriving from â€” Volkswagen's first model, the Type 1 Beetle
, it was given the factory designation Type 2. As one of the forerunners of the modern cargo and
passenger vans, the Type 2 gave rise to forward control competitors in the United States in the
s, including the Ford Econoline , the Dodge A , and the Chevrolet Corvair 95 Corvan , the latter
adapting the rear-engine configuration of the Corvair car in the same manner in which the VW
Type 2 adapted the Type 1 layout. Brazil contained the last factory in the world that produced
the T2 series of Type 2, which ceased production on 31 December , due to the introduction of
more stringent safety regulations in the country. It has similarities in concept to the s Rumpler
Tropfenwagen and s Dymaxion car by Buckminster Fuller , neither of which reached production.
Pon visited Wolfsburg in , intending to purchase Type 1s for import to the Netherlands, where
he saw a Plattenwagen , an improvised parts-mover based on the Type 1 chassis, and realized
something better was possible using the stock Type 1 pan. When capacity freed up, a prototype
known internally as the Type 29 was produced in a short three months. An ambulance model
was added in December which repositioned the fuel tank in front of the transaxle, put the spare
tire behind the front seat, [7] and added a " tailgate "-style rear door. Unlike other rear engine
Volkswagens, which evolved constantly over time but never saw the introduction of all-new
models, the Transporter not only evolved, but was completely revised periodically with
variations retrospectively referred to as versions "T1" to "T5" a nomenclature only invented
after the introduction of the front-drive T4 which replaced the T3. However, only generations T1
to T3 can be seen as directly related to the Beetle see below for details [ citation needed ]. In the
United States, the Corvair -based Chevrolet Corvan cargo van and Greenbrier passenger van
adopted the use of the rear-engine layout of the Corvair car in the same manner that the Type 2
had used the rear-engine layout of the Type 1, using the Corvair's horizontally opposed, 6
cylinder air-cooled engine for power. Except for the Greenbrier and various sâ€”70s Fiat
minivans, the Type 2 remained unique in being rear-engined. This was a disadvantage for the
early "barndoor" Panel Vans, which could not easily be loaded from the rear because the engine
cover intruded on interior space, but generally advantageous in traction and interior noise. The
Corvair pickup used a folding side panel that functioned as a ramp into the bed when opened,

and was called the "Rampside". Decades after production of the Type 2 ended, Volkswagen
announced in that they would be bringing an electric VW microbus out based on the new MEB
platform in Apart from these factory variants, there were a multitude of third-party conversions
available, some of which were offered through Volkswagen dealers. They included, but were not
limited to, refrigerated vans, hearses , ambulances , police vans, fire engines and ladder trucks,
and camping van conversions by companies other than Westfalia. There were even 30 Klv 20
rail-going draisines built for Deutsche Bundesbahn in In South Africa, it is known as a
well-loved variation of the ice cream van first, second and third generations. The first generation
of the Volkswagen Type 2 with the split windshield , informally called the Microbus, Splitscreen,
or Splittie among modern fans, was produced from 8 March through the end of the model year.
From to , the T1 not called that at the time was built in Wolfsburg ; from , it was built at the
completely new Transporter factory in Hanover. Any models that retain that early engine today
are true survivors. Since the engine was totally discontinued at the outset, no parts were ever
made available. The early versions of the T1 until were often called the "Barndoor" [14] [15]
retrospectively called T1a since the s , owing to the enormous rear engine cover, while the later
versions with a slightly modified body the roofline above the windshield is extended , smaller
engine bay, and 15" roadwheels instead of the original 16" ones are nowadays called the T1b
again, only called this since the s, based on VW's retrospective T1,2,3,4 etc. From the model
year, when the rear door was made wider same as on the bay-window or T2 , the vehicle could
be referred to as the T1c. In , a heavy-duty Transporter was introduced as a factory option.
When the Beetle received the 1. German production stopped after the model year; however, the
T1 still was made in Brazil until , when it was modified with a â€”79 T2-style front end, and big
vintage taillights into the so-called "T1. The Brazilian T1s were not identical to the last German
models the T1. Among American enthusiasts, it is common to refer to the different models by
the number of their windows. The basic Kombi or Bus is the window a. The DeLuxe model
featured eight rear side windows and two rear corner windows, making it the window not
available in Europe. Meanwhile, the sunroof DeLuxe with its additional eight small skylight
windows is, accordingly, the window. From the model year, with its wider rear door, the rear
corner windows were discontinued, making the latter two the window and window respectively.
The and later window variants each carry the nickname "Samba" or in Australia, officially
"Alpine". Volkswagen started producing Sambas in In the US Volkswagen vans were informally
classified according to the number of windows they had. This particular model had 23 and later
21 windows including eight panoramic windows in the roof the 23 window version had
additional curved windows in the rear corners. To distinguish it from the normal Volkswagen
van the name Samba was coined. Instead of a sliding door at the side the Samba had two pivot
doors. In addition the Samba had a fabric sunroof. At that time Volkswagen advertised with the
idea of using the Samba to make tourist trips through the Alps. Sambas were painted standard
in two colors. Usually, the upper part was colored white. The two colored sections were
separated by a decorative strip. Further the bus had a so-called "hat": at the front of the van the
roof was just a little longer than the car itself to block the sun for the driver. The windows had
chrome tables and the van had a more comprehensive dashboard than the normal T1. When
Volkswagen started producing the successor of the T1 the T2 the company also stopped
producing the Samba so there are no Sambas in later versions of the Transporter. Certain
models of the Volkswagen Type 2 played a role in a historic episode during the early s known as
the Chicken War. France and West Germany had placed tariffs on imports of US chicken.
Officially, the tax targeted items imported from Europe as approximating the value of lost
American chicken sales to Europe. In retrospect, audio tapes from the Johnson White House
revealed a quid pro quo unrelated to chicken. In January , President Johnson attempted to
convince United Auto Workers ' president Walter Reuther not to initiate a strike just before the
election, and to support the president's civil rights platform. Reuther, in turn, wanted Johnson
to respond to Volkswagen 's increased shipments to the United States. The Chicken Tax directly
curtailed importation of German-built Type 2s in configurations that qualified them as light
trucks â€” that is, commercial vans panel vans and pickups ; vans imported in passenger
configuration were not affected. After , Volkswagen cargo vans and pickup trucks, the intended
targets, practically disappeared from the US market. While post Type 2 commercial vans and
single-cab and double-cab pickups can be found in the United States today, they are
exceedingly rare. Any post specimen found ostensibly has had its import tariff paid. The
"Chicken tax" remains in effect today, even though it is now commonly curtailed by converting
passenger vehicles to utility vehicles after they have entered the United States. This practice is
ironically exercised by Ford and Chrysler , two of the companies the tax was meant to protect.
In late , the second generation of the Volkswagen Type 2 T2 was introduced. It was built in West
Germany until In Mexico, the Volkswagen Kombi and Panel were produced from to Models

before are often called the T2a or "Early Bay" , while models after are called the T2b or "Late
Bay". This second-generation Type 2 lost its distinctive split front windshield , and was slightly
larger and considerably heavier than its predecessor. Its common nicknames are Breadloaf and
Bay-window , or Loaf and Bay for short. The battery and electrical system was upgraded to 12
volts, making it incompatible with electric accessories from the previous generation. The new
model also did away with the swing axle rear suspension and transfer boxes previously used to
raise ride height. Instead, half-shaft axles fitted with constant velocity joints raised ride height
without the wild changes in camber of the Beetle-based swing axle suspension. The updated
Bus transaxle is usually sought after by off-road racers using air-cooled Volkswagen
components. The T2b was introduced by way of gradual change over three years. The Type 2
featured a new, 1. An important change came with the introduction of front disc brakes and new
roadwheels with brake ventilation holes and flatter hubcaps. Up until , front indicators are set
low on the nose rather than high on either side of the fresh air grille â€” giving rise to their
being nicknamed "Low Lights". The air inlets were also enlarged to accommodate the increased
cooling air needs of the larger engines. In the cc Type 1 engine as used in the Beetle, was
supplemented with the cc Type 4 engine â€” as it was originally designed for the Type 4 and
models. European vans kept the option of upright fan Type 1 engine but the Type 4 became
standard for US spec models. In the Type 2, the Type 4 engine , or "pancake engine", was an
option for the model year onward. This engine was standard in models destined for the US and
Canada. Only with the Type 4 engine did an automatic transmission become available for the
first time in the model year. Both engines were 1. The Type 4 engine was enlarged to 1. The
two-litre option appeared in South African manufactured models during , originally only in a
comparably well-equipped "Executive" model. The and later US model years received Bosch
L-Jetronic electronic fuel injection as standard equipment; was the first year for electronic
ignition, utilizing a hall effect sensor and digital controller, eliminating maintenance-requiring
contact-breaker points. As with all Transporter engines, the focus in development was not on
power, but on low-end torque. The Type 4 engines were considerably more robust and durable
than the Type 1 engines, particularly in Transporter service. In , for the model year, exterior
revisions included relocated front turn indicators, squared off and set higher in the valance,
above the headlights. Also, square-profiled bumpers, which became standard until the end of
the T2 in , were introduced in Crash safety improved with this change because of a
compressible structure behind the front bumper. This meant that the T2b was capable of
meeting US safety standards for passenger cars of the time, though not required of vans. The
"VW" emblem on the front valance became slightly smaller. Later model changes were primarily
mechanical. By , the T2 had gained its final shape. Very late in the T2's design life, during the
late s, the first prototypes of Type 2 vans with four-wheel drive 4WD were built and tested.
These were a limited edition model to mark the final production of T2 models in Europe. Once
production of the original Beetle ended in late , the T2 was the only Volkswagen model with an
air-cooled, rear-mounted boxer engine, but then the Brazilian model shifted to a water-cooled
engine on 23 December The end of the Volkswagen air-cooled engine on a worldwide basis was
marked by a Special Edition Kombi. An exclusive Silver paint job, and limited edition emblems
were applied to only units in late , and were sold as models. Stricter emissions regulations
introduced by the Brazilian government for forced a shift to a flexible-fuel water-cooled engine [
citation needed ] able to run on petrol or alcohol. Borrowed from the Volkswagen Gol , the
engine is a rear-mounted EA 1. The production of the Brazilian Volkswagen Kombi ended in with
a production run of Last Edition vehicles. The Volkswagen Type 2 T3 , and occasionally T25
within the UK, but technically incorrect or Vanagon in the United States, the T3 platform was
introduced in , and was one of the last new Volkswagen platforms to use an air-cooled engine.
The Volkswagen air-cooled engine was phased out for a water-cooled boxer engine still
rear-mounted in Compared to its predecessor the T2, the T3 was larger and heavier, with square
corners replacing the rounded edges of the older models. The T3 is sometimes called "the
wedge" by enthusiasts to differentiate it from earlier Kombis. Since , the Transporter in most
world markets has been front-engined and water-cooled , similar to other contemporary
Volkswagens, almost two decades later than it did for the passenger cars. T4s are marketed as
Transporter in Europe. In the United States, Volkswagen Eurovan is the brand name. The
Volkswagen Transporter T5 range is the fifth generation of Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles
medium-sized light commercial vehicle and people movers. Launched 6 January , the T5 went
into full production in April , replacing the fourth generation range. The T5 has a more
aerodynamic design. The angle of the windshield and A- pillar is less; this makes for a large
dashboard and small bonnet. In June , Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles announced the
one-millionth T5 rolled off the production line in Hanover. T5 GP introduced in Heavily facelifted
with some new power plants including the bi-turbo range topper. These new engines saw the

demise of the now "dirty" 5 cylinder units. Late will see the arrival of the "Neu Sechs", the New
6. The T6 will offer further engine changes in early , but will launch with the previous generation
engines. The new engines will see the introduction of Ad-Blu to meet with euro 6 emission
compliance. The new 6 was expected by many to be more than just a facelift. Three further Euro
6 Adblue diesel power-plants with 84ps, ps and ps are also offered. There is some debate in the
community over whether the T6 is a new model, or simply a face-lift of the T5. There are obvious
external changes to the nose and tailgate, while internally there is a new dash in two different
versions. Volkswagen claims refinement to ride, handling and noise levels. In , a Volkswagen
Microbus Concept was created, with design cues from the T1 generation in a spirit similar to the
New Beetle nostalgia movement. Volkswagen planned to start selling it in the United States
market in , but it was scrapped in May and replaced with a more cost-effective design to be sold
worldwide. Like the Beetle, from the beginning, the Type 2 earned many nicknames from its
fans. The Type 2 was meant to be officially named the Bully, but Heinrich Lanz , producer of the
Lanz Bulldog farm tractor, intervened. The official German-language model names Transporter
and Kombi Kombinationskraftwagen , combined-use vehicle have also caught on as nicknames.
Kombi is not only the name of the passenger variant but also the Australasian and Brazilian
term for the whole Type 2 family, in much the same way that they are all called VW-Bus in
Germany, even the pickup truck variations. In Mexico , the German Kombi was translated as
Combi and became a household word thanks to the vehicle's popularity in Mexico City 's public
transportation system. In Peru , where the term Combi was similarly adopted, the term Combi
Asesina Murderous Combi is often used for buses of similar size, because of the notorious
recklessness and competition of bus drivers in Lima to get passengers. Finns dubbed it
Kleinbus mini-bus , as many taxicab companies adopted it for group transportation; the name
Kleinbus has become an appellative for all passenger vans. The vehicle is also known as
Kleinbus in Chile. In the US, however, it is a VW bus, minibus, hippie-mobile, hippie bus, hippie
van, "combie", Microbus, or Transporter to aficionados. The early versions produced before
used a split front windshield giving rise to the nickname "Splitty" , and their comparative rarity
has led to their becoming sought after by collectors and enthusiasts. The next version, sold in
the US market from to , is characterised by a large, curved windshield and is commonly called a
"bay-window". It was replaced by the Vanagon , of which only the Westfalia camper version has
a common nickname, "Westy". A popular nickname for the T3 was "2. Kombi is also a generic
nickname for vans and minibuses in South Africa, Swaziland, and Zimbabwe, often used as a
means of public transportation. In Nigeria it is called Danfo. In the UK, it is known as a
"Campervan". In France, it was called a "camping-car" usually hyphenated though this has been
expanded to include other, often more specialized vehicles in more recent times. Among VW
enthusiasts in countries of the former Yugoslavia , especially in Serbia and Croatia , VW T2 bus
is commonly called a "Terrorist", probably due its cameo appearance in the Back to the Future
film where it is driven by a group of Libyan terrorists. T2 production began in at the Puebla
assembly factory. Offered initially only as a nine-passenger version called the Volkswagen
Combi Kombi in Brazil , and from also its cargo van version called the Volkswagen Panel , both
variants were fitted with the 1. In , the 1. In , the water-cooled 1. This new model is recognisable
by its black grille for its engine coolant radiator , bumpers and moldings. These were evaluated
for the possibility of building pickups in Mexico, and were outfitted with every option except the
Arctic package, including front and rear fog lights, intermittent wipers, trip odometer, clock,
bumper rubber, PVC tilt, and dual doors on the single cab storage compartment. VW de Mexico
was interested in having the lights, wiring, brake systems and other parts manufactured in
Mexico. Ultimately, VW de Mexico declined to produce pickups, and the pickups were sold to an
Autohaus, a Volkswagen dealer in San Antonio, Texas, since they could not be sold in Mexico.
By law, no German-made Volkswagens were to be sold in Mexico. These were probably the only
pickups that were produced in Germany for Mexican import, and have the "ME" export code on
the M-code plate. The green double cab was sold to a new owner in New York, and has been lost
track of. The light gray L, licht grau single cab still exists. Pickups were not manufactured in
Mexico, nor were they imported into Mexico from Germany, save for these two examples. In , a
luxury variant â€” the Volkswagen Caravelle â€” made its debut in the Mexican market to
compete with the Nissan Ichi Van , which was available in cargo, passenger and luxury
versions. In , since Mexican anti-pollution regulations required a three-way catalytic converter ,
a Digifant fuel injection system replaced the previous carburetor. The three variants continued
without change until In , production ended in Mexico , with models being imported from Brazil.
The Caravelle was discontinued, and both the Combi and the Panel were only offered in white
color and finally in , replaced by the T4 EuroVan Pasajeros and EuroVan Carga, passenger and
cargo van in long wheelbase version, inline five-cylinder 2. The VW Type 2 became popular with
the counterculture of the s , thanks to its ability to transport a large group of people while being

cheap and easy to maintain. The van became popular with young people because it allowed a
group to travel comfortably and was big enough to live in, so it could be used for long-distance
journeys, such as to music festivals or surfing locations. It contrasted starkly with the large, low
sedans that were normal at the time, giving the van an alternative and rebellious image. Vans
were often painted with extravagant designs in bright colors, making them stand out on the
road even more. Concepts and future models: Microbus Concept. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Volkswagen panel van. This article needs additional citations for verification.
Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may
be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. For other uses, see Split screen disambiguation.
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Retrieved 24 October Electric VW Microbus Coming". Retrieved 18 June Archived from the
original on 18 July The Golden Bug. Archived from the original on 5 June Retrieved 5 June VW
Heritage. Archived from the original on 5 August Retrieved 5 August The Wall Street Journal.
Archived from the original on 6 August Retrieved 8 August The New York Times. Archived from
the original on 28 July Retrieved 27 May SA Motor. Archived from the original on 18 October
Auto Express. Archived from the original on 24 July Retrieved 10 June Brazil: VW. Retrieved 3
April Archived from the original on 22 May Retrieved 19 October Volkswagen AG. Archived from
the original on 20 July Retrieved 12 November Retrieved 4 September Archived from the original
on 3 August Retrieved 6 August Popular Mechanics. Daily Herald. Retrieved 3 August Archived
from the original on 4 August Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles. Westfalia Camper. Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles , a marque of the Volkswagen Group , car timeline, European market,
â€”present. Categories : Volkswagen vehicles Minibuses Vans Minivans Pickup trucks Cab over
vehicles Rear-engined vehicles Rear-wheel-drive vehicles Cars powered by boxer engines Cars
introduced in s cars s cars s cars s cars s cars s cars. Hidden categories: Webarchive template
wayback links CS1 Portuguese-language sources pt Articles with short description Short
description is different from Wikidata Use dmy dates from August Articles needing additional
references from January All articles needing additional references All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from May Articles containing German-language
text Articles with unsourced statements from July Articles with unsourced statements from
February Articles with unsourced statements from February Articles with unsourced statements
from June Articles with unsourced statements from September Articles with unsourced
statements from November Commons category link is on Wikidata Articles with Curlie links.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
November [1] â€”present. Light commercial vehicle M. Volkswagen Group T platform.
Volkswagen Group T1 platform. Volkswagen Group T2 platform. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Volkswagen Type 2. Sedan delivery. Caddy I. Caddy II. Caddy III. Caddy IV.
Pickup truck. Westfalia California. California T5. California T6. Panel van derivatives.
Transporter T3. Transporter T4. Transporter T5. Transporter T6. LT II. Beetle Type 1. Rabbit I.
Type 4. Karmann Ghia. Scirocco I. Beetle Convertible. Rabbit Convertible. Karmann Ghia
Convertible. Microbus Type 2 - T1. Microbus Type 2 - T2. Rabbit Pickup. New Beetle. New Beetle
Convertible. Compact crossover SUV. Tiguan I. Tiguan II. Mid-size crossover SUV. Atlas CS.
Touareg II. Economy car. Parati I. Parati IF. Parati II. Parati III. Gol II. Senda I. Senda II. Parati V.
Polo IV. Polo IVF. Polo V. Polo VI. Small family car. Golf III. Golf IV. Golf IVF. Golf VII. Passat I.
Passat IV. Passat V. Passat VI. Passat VII. Passat VIII. Santana IF. Santana II. Touareg I. Touareg
III. Saveiro I. Saveiro IF. Saveiro II. Saveiro III. Saveiro IV. Saveiro V. All rights reserved. All
images protected by US and International copyright laws. No part of this website may be
reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means. All Prices subject to
change without notice or obligation. Not responsible for typographical or photo errors. Sign In.
Create Account. Email Address. Create a JBugs Account. VW Bus Parts. We offer a complete
selection of VW Bus Fuel Injection parts including fuel injection components and fuel pumps.
Our Volkswagen Bus Fuel Injection parts includes fuel injectors and seals, fuel injection pumps
and pressure regulators, fuel pump relays, air flow meters and fuel filters. Our selection of fuel
pump parts includes fuel filters, fuel pump relays, reinforced fuel line, and pressure regulators.
Although the stock VW Fuel Injection system was very functional, it is now out of date. Today it
is extremely difficult to obtain parts to restore your classic VW Fuel Injection and even harder to
find a mechanic qualified to do the repair. Many VW enthusiasts simply cannot access the
resources to get their Volkswagen Fuel Injection working. At that point, the best option may be
to convert to carburation. Continue Shopping. The Volkswagen Bus kicked off a four-year

advance on the powertrain front, and concluded with VW planning for the third-generation
Volkswagen Bus. The Volkswagen Bus gained the series engine from Volkswagen's model
passenger car. It had 72 horsepower and cut mph times from over 30 seconds to a
more-acceptable 22 seconds. Quarter-mile times fell to 23 seconds, and official top speed
increased to 75 mph. For , the Volkswagen Bus was offered for the first time with automatic
transmission. It was thoughtfully matched to the engine, maintaining each gear until well up in
the rev range and downshifting promptly for good passing response. At about The automatic
did not have an overdrive fourth gear, but its 4. Fuel economy was not as good with the
automatic, however, and could dip to around mph. The automatic arrived the same year VW
stopped listing gross horsepower ratings and, like many manufacturers, switched to net ratings.
Gross ratings were taken under optimum laboratory conditions. Net ratings were designed to
reflect output with the engine installed in the vehicle and with power-sapping accessories and
drive belts in place. Thus the was rerated at 63 horsepower at rpm with manual transmission
and at 59 at with automatic. The bus regained some of the lost power for It borrowed the 1.
Horsepower was now 67, and a manual-transmission van could run mph in 20 seconds flat. The
second barrier fell in , when the Volkswagen Bus borrowed yet another engine, this time the 2.
Even with automatic, VW buses could now run mph in Evolution of the second-generation bus
slowed dramatically after this. Driven by the escalation of the German currency, price increases
were helping accelerate a sales decline that had been in progress for several years. VW sold 23,
buses in the U. Worldwide, however, the Volkswagen Bus was still outselling all competitors
and the company knew it had to update the design to protect its market share. Discover on the
next page how Volkswagen did it. Prev NEXT. The Volkswagen Buses averaged around 70
horsepower, not enough to keep them from feeling slow. That was especially true with heavier
versions, such as this Campmobile model. In addition to passenger and camper models, the
Volkswagen Bus was available in a variety of cargo versions, including this pickup truck. From
the east coast to the west coast and anywhere between, you could confidently fly to
Indianapolis and drive this bus home. The motor runs strong. It does not leak or use oil. Due to
a death in the family, my wife has inherited the bus and has decided to sell it. Her Dad pampered
the bus and it was his passion and joy. The motor in the bus now is from a bus. It is a GE model
with hydraulic lifters, new pistons, heads, bearings and turned crank. Since this work, the motor
has approximately 5, miles. The odometer shows 39, miles but the newer rebuilt motor will give
it much longer life. As the photos show, the original motor and windows will also go with the
bus along with buckets and containers of parts. As a professional body man who ran his own
business for decades, my father in law hated rust. He completely reworked the front of the bus
and the front doors. They are double panel metal with oil, grease and corrosion inhibitors
between. The rest of the bus saw the same treatment. There are a few paint chips near the rear
of the bus and the right front fender is crinkled. He meticulously maintained the bus regularly.
At the close of the auction, I will supply the clear Indiana title and bill of sale. I will accept cash
or US bank cashiers check. I am not a dealer. I cannot supply license plate, registration or
insurance. Login Register Sitemap Contact us Home. More Volkswagen classic cars for sale.
Make an Enquiry. Talk to us! VW Bus Measurement 47x9. Includes Beetle and Super Beetle
convertible reinforcement rails work. Door Sheet Metal Accessories. Floor Panels Floor Pans. In
Cart! View Cart. Spot Weld Removal Tool. Part : Part : 95 50 75 0. In Volume 6 we start by
showing how to fix the hole that we often find under the battery. We show several tools that can
be used to cut away the rusted metal around the hole or the entire pan. We show both electric
and air powered tools. We show how to fit the ready made patch panels to the hole and then
demonstrate how easy the popular electric welders are to use. We show how to remove the
body from the standard and super beetle for those that want to do a "body off" restoration. But
we also show the technique for replacing the pans with the body in place even on the
convertibles. We show and stress the importance of using good quality seam sealers, rust
preventative coatings and undercoating. Part : Volume 6. In this video we begin by showing you
what the heater channel looks like and the different kinds available. We then move to our 63
sunroof bug and show where the channel is located in the car and exactly where and how it is
attached. We then drill out the spot welds and cut the solid welds showing what tools can be
used and where care should be exercised. When completely loose we show how to brace the
door opening and lift the body enough to remove the old channel. This is explained and
demonstrated in clear detail. Now the new channel is put in place; the body is lowered; and the
channel is welded back into place. Door alignment is given attention during this final part. At
this point we move on to a '70 beetle convertible. The extra strengthening gussets and panels
are pointed out and removed. Now a procedure that allows the channel to be removed without
lifting the body is demonstrated. This is done by replacing the lower portion of the rear quarter
panel which was badly rusted on our car and replacing a strip of metal in the front wheel well.

Once these panels are removed the channel can be maneuvered out the side of the body.
Another manner of securing the door opening is demonstrated here. With the channel back in
place we show how to do a lap weld with a joggle in the panel when replacing the lower quarter
panel. We show an inexpensive spot welding tool that can be used with any DC arc welder and
how to do a plug weld. All without warping the flat panel. Just for fun, the last few minutes of
the tape is filled with outtakes from the video. Part : Volume 7. Printer friendly. Continue
Shopping. Important Links Shipping Warranty. If you are like us, you can't help but instantly fall
in love with classic vehicles like this Volkswagen Bus. Sure it's not a pristine show car, but
that's what we love about this! It's in the condition to do either 1 of 2 things: 1. Drive the wheels
off it like it is, or 2, take it to the next level. This Bus is in the perfect condition to be lovingly
enjoyed for years to come, with no concerns about getting a scratch in the paint while cruising
around the beach. It also qualifies for a next-level restoration because the bus is just incredibly
solid. That is pretty remarkable considering how many of these have not stood the test of time!
The body is in great shape. The paint is a respray that shows well, the beautiful Miami Blue hue
is a great color to take out on the weekend and put it back in its natural habitat at the beach.
Keeping it from being a 1 paint job is the passenger side sliding door where the paint got a little
thin. Otherwise, it's a good paint job that you would be proud to showcase at your local
cruise-in. Mechanically, this bus is an absolute blast to drive! Think about it, when was the last
time you saw any VW on the road being enjoyed? Much less a bus? The roof rack and bright
blue paint turn heads anywhere you go! Parts are readily available, cheap, and these engines
are so easy to repair it's just ridiculous! Chances are, any story you've heard about someone
limping a VW home with chewing gum and a plastic fork is probably true. This Bus has that
classic VW sound, and while it isn't particularly powerful, it is fun to drive in its own way. Sitting
over the front wheels makes depth perception a breeze, and gives a feeling of control that is
much needed in a vehicle this length. At the corners, you'll find brand new tires and wheels that
were just put on in the last year. The interior shows very well, you'll find parchment bucket
seats up front and a custom-cut wooden headliner gives it a great rugged look that doesn't have
the upkeep that your typical upholstered headliner would bring. Upfront, the black dash is
remarkably void of any cracks or major flaws. Also worth pointing out that the middle seat is not
missing like so many are, but if you are in the camping mode, 4-bolts and you can lift the center
section out. Ultimately, the interior looks great in lighter colors, and it has been kept up over
time, unlike many examples. Sit down, turn the key, and hit the road! Included in the sale is an
extra gauge cluster. Don't miss out on your chance to own this affordable turn-key classic!
Please note: If you are viewing this vehicle on a website other than our main website
SheltonClassics. Please visit As such, these fees are also excluded from the listed price. All
sales are final. It is the sole responsibility of the customer to thoroughly inspect the vehicle
personally or via a 3rd party inspection company. It is the sole responsibility of the customer,
and which we strongly encourage, to thoroughly inspect the vehicle personally or via 3rd party,
to ensure satisfaction to the condition and value, prior to purchase. Any descriptions or
representations are for identification purposes only and are not to be constructed as a warranty
of any type. Vehicle information is provided by the consignor current owner of the vehicle, and
while we do perform a visual and safety inspection of the vehicle upon arrival, we can make no
warranty, guarantee or representation regarding the accuracy, truth, or reliability of such
information. Dealership is not responsible for any errors, omissions, or inaccuracies contained
in information provided by third parties. The majority of these vehicles are considered classics
or antiques, meaning they are older vehicles with sometimes dated automotive technology. We
are not an expert in the construction, engineering, finishes, materials or components of these
vehicles. Our employees are a team of talented individuals with a history in the classic car
industry. We perform an extensive visual inspections on all vehicles we represent, but we do
not disassemble vehicles or components for inspection purposes and therefore it is always
possible there is hidden damage that is not readily apparent. Dealership and its affiliates shall
and will make every reasonable effort to disclose any known defects associated with a vehicle
prior to the close of sale. Dealership assumes no responsibility for any repairs needed to the
vehicle and it's the buyers sole responsibility for any repairs that might be needed. If marked
"Numbers Matching" or "Original Mileage", the consignor current owner states this vehicle as
such. Customer is encouraged to verify this information on their own, prior to purchase. We can
assist you in delivery through our network of private and commercial carriers. Most of which
can deliver the vehicle to your driveway. We assume no responsibility for damages or delays
incurred once a vehicle is in a shipper's custody. Because we advertise each vehicle with so
many third-party affiliates, it is the customer's sole responsibility to verify the accuracy of the
price with the dealer. All advertised prices exclude local, state, government fees and taxes and
dealer documentation fee. Pricing are subject to change without notice. Vehicle availability is

not guaranteed and subject to prior sale. Regardless what is agreed to verbally, we cannot
guarantee a vehicle will be held for a potential buyer without a non-refundable deposit collected
to hold the vehicle. Contact the dealership about pricing to place a deposit on a vehicle. Sign Up
for Our Newsletter! Sign Up. Email: info sheltonclassics. Engine Engine Type â€”. Body Body
Color Blue. Basic Year Interior Interior Color Tan. Email Us Contact Details Name. Last name.
Outlying Islands U. Thank you for your interest! We will get back to you soon. First Name. Last
Name. Speed Digital. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 3.
Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Featured Private Seller. Hurst style bumpers front
and rear. Dealership Showcased. This Custom This Volkswagen Samba window Campmobile
has just undergone an month concours rotisserie Auction Vehicle. This VW Kombi bus has
recently had a complete rotisserie restoration and was upgraded to the Beautiful n Private
Seller. Stylish exterior in Mango G Beautiful Samba conversion over a Bus, reproducing the
classic 23 windows Deluxe Microbus. Our Dallas showroom digitally showcases this
Volkswagen Bus. This outstanding Volkswagen in ou Refine Search? Also be sure to view
results in. This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior and interior and is powered by a
rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished in Blue with a White top and has
new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets are separated by a custom
center console and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea retro-styledigital
stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists ofpower
steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This Novais now
offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Power comes from a recently tuned 5.
Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under
previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with
the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a
one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a
matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood
speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers
for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are
included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service
records an
wiring diagram for viper 5704
2010 ford taurus manual
car users guide
d a clear Florida title in the seller's name. Power is provided by a 6. Equipment includes a
power sunroof, dual-zone climate control, heated and cooled seats, navigation, Harmon Kardon
sound, 20" Brass Monkey wheels, traction control, and much more. Thecar is stored in a
climate-controlled garage and has been started and moved every two months since new. This
Hellcat is offered by the seller with all three keys, all original purchase documents, including the
window sticker, and a clear Idaho title. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our
app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career
Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of
the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars.

